# MEF Help Center

## How do I ... ?

### Introduction

The **MEF Help Center** is part of the MEF Wiki where users can find answers to many questions about:

- how to use the MEF Wiki in general
- how to use the MEF Wiki specifically for MEF-oriented processes

The MEF Help Center also provides answers in searchable format to many member questions.

### Getting Started

If you're new to the MEF or the MEF Wiki, visit the New Members Welcome - Getting Started page for an overview of the MEF and active projects.

### Getting Help

We offer a variety of means to help you get the answer you need, as described in our How To articles and FAQs, such as:

- How do I ask for specific help?
- How do I find an existing answer to my question?

You may also email Alysia at coordinator@mef.net with your question or see the MEF Support Team Area.

### Doing MEF Things

Information about how to do a variety of MEF things can be found in our How To articles and FAQs, such as:

- Can anyone come to a Quarterly Meeting?
- Can I attend the MEF Members Meetings online remotely?
- What tools should I use to write a MEF White Paper?
- How do I become a Committee Co-chair?
- How do I find supporting materials for a call?
- How do I highlight activities in my project?

### Doing Wiki Things

These articles are some of the many How To articles and FAQs available to help you learn how to do Wiki things:

- Can I access material in the old MEF member site using the MEF Wiki?
- What is the difference between the MEF Wiki and the (old) Members site?
- What are MEF Wiki spaces?
- How do I add a comment to a page? and bring it to the attention of someone else?
- How do I create meeting notes?